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Abstract

Due to the demand of 3D visualization and lack of 3D video content, a method converting the 2D to 3D video
plays an important role. In this paper, a low-cost and high efficiency post processing method is presented to enjoy
the vivid 3D video. We present two semi-automatic depth map extraction methods for stereo video conversion. For
the static background video sequence, we proposed a method which combined the foreground segmentation
with vanishing line technology. According to the separated foreground and background results from foreground
segmentation algorithm, the viewer can use their acquired visual experience to initiate this operation with some
depth information of background. Moreover, we proposed another conversion method for the dynamic
background video sequence. Foreground segmentation was replaced by the relative velocity estimation based on
the motion estimation and motion compensation. Combining the depth map from this work and the original 2D
video, a vivid 3D video is produced.
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1 Introduction
3D video signal processing has become a hot development
trend with large potential in visual processing areas. How-
ever, the problem of 3D content generation still lingers.
Users can just watch computer graphic 3D animations or
movie produced by a particular camera setting. Due to the
lack of 3D media contents, a technique which converts
existing 2D contents into 3D contents can play a key role
for the growing 3D markets.
Many methods have been proposed to convert 2D video

to 3D video during the past few years. These conversion
methods rely on different visual cues ranging from motion
information perspective structures. Some methods are
based on horizontal parallax. One of the works is based on
geometric and texture [1]. The work by Jung et al. [2] pro-
posed a novel line tracing method based on relative height
depth cue. The modern methods take advantage of the
depth map information to render the stereo and even mul-
tiple views for display [3] used depth image-based render-
ing technique to the display system. Additionally motion

estimation technique is aided to cooperate with moving ob-
ject detection [4, 5] proposed an H.264-based scheme for
2D to 3D video conversion. They used the motion informa-
tion between successive frames and concerned the depth
ambiguity at the boundaries on moving objects. A similar
approach on [6] utilized the spatio-temporal analysis of
MPEG videos to convert a stereoscopic video.
2D to 3D video conversion method can be divided into

two categories according to the situation of human-
computer interaction: fully automatic and semi-automatic
method [7]. Fully automated method is used to generate
3D video directly from 2D without any human-computer
interaction. However, it is always a major issue on fully
automatic method to create a robust and stable solution
in any general content. This justifies the necessity of hu-
man interaction for accurate stereo view generation. By
introducing human-computer interactions, semi-automatic
methods can balance quality and cost more flexibility than
fully automatic methods. Semi-automatic methods can
apply with more flexibility than fully-automatic methods. It
can keep the quality of stereo view by introducing human-
computer interactions. Stereo quality and conversion cost
are determined by the key frame intervals and the accuracy
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of depth maps on key frames. More accurate depth map
will improve the stereo quality, but increase the conversion
cost as well. Therefore, a tradeoff has to be made in order
to obtain satisfactory quality at an acceptable cost.
In this paper, the video conversion method for 2D to 3D

video is proposed. We apply the semi-automatic depth
map extraction approach to provide the high-quality ste-
reo video as a 3D entertainment. Two methods are con-
structed to deal with static and dynamic background
scenes, respectively. The organization of this paper is de-
scribed as follows. We provide the related works on Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3, we present an overview of the
proposed method. In Section 4, Method-1 is introduced
with Gaussian mixture model for background and moving
object detection. In Section 5, Method-2 is introduced
with a relative velocity estimation method for moving ob-
ject detection. In Section 6, we present the depth extrac-
tion and depth fusion process where both methods are
adapted. Visual results and comparison data are shown in
Section 7, and a conclusion is given in Section 8.

2 Related works
This section introduces the related works on fully auto-
matic and semi-automatic, which are the two main
methods for 2D to 3D video conversion. Referring to fully
automated method, Knorr et al. in [8] proposed a geomet-
ric segmentation approach for dynamic scenes. It included
a prioritized sequential algorithm for sparse 3D recon-
struction and camera path estimation to efficiently recon-
struct 3D scenes from broadcasting video. In [9], a
structure was proposed from motion method to automat-
ically recover 3D structure of the scene. However, this
method has some limitations in camera movement and
scene movement and thus reduces the wide availability of
this method. In [10], Zhang et al. recovered consistent
video depth maps and proposed a novel method based on
bundle optimization. Zhang et al. [11] used a method
which mainly integrates occlusion and visual attention or-
ganically to calculate depth map. Recently, Lei et al. [12]
proposed example-based video stereolization with fore-
ground segmentation and depth propagation according to
the key and non-key frames in 2D videos.
With respect to semi-automatic method, it is

widely proposed in recent years. Guttmann et al.
[13] presented a semi-automatic system which prop-
agates a sparse set of disparity values across a video.
It employed classifiers combined with solving a lin-
ear system of equations and only requires sparse set
of disparity values on the first and last frames of the
video clip for reducing manual labor. Yan et al. [14]
presented an effective method to semi-automatically
generate high-quality depth maps for monocular im-
ages based on limited user inputs and depth propa-
gation. They specify the depth values of the selected

pixels and locate the approximate positions of T-
junctions by user inputs and then generate depth
maps by depth propagation combining user inputs,
color, and edge information. For the purpose of
stereoscopic 3D conversion, Phan et al. [15] pro-
posed the module to alleviate much user input, as
only the first frame needs to be marked. As in semi-
automatic conversion approach, we had some previ-
ous result for static background scene [16]. The
main concept for this design is based on the vanish-
ing point detection for depth map realization. As dis-
cussed in [17], a scene with vanishing line should be the
most representative and easy to manipulate. This simple
technique often leads to representative result especially
for some man-made environments where they are always
presented with many regular structures and parallel line.

3 Overall of proposed method
3.1 System overview
In this paper, we propose the techniques where scene
geometry cues from a video and incorporate them
into video segmentation and grouping. By inferring
the depth information, some monocular depth cues
have been proposed such as texture variations gradi-
ents, haze, and defocus [18]. As a semi-automatic
concept, we manipulate it by setting five initial points.
Among them, four points can induce two vanishing
lines. Following these two vanishing lines, the vanish-
ing point is cooperated with the fifth point to decide
the horizontal line and derive the depth map.
Additionally, our proposed technique includes two

methods to cover all the video scene situations. Method
1 is constructed for static background video sequence.
Referring to Method-2, a more elaborate mechanism is
proposed for the dynamic background video sequence.
The whole system is illustrated in Fig. 1. First, it initiates
a scene detection to classify the characteristic of back-
ground scene. In this scene detection, we apply Gaussian
distribution model to analyze the first frame and set it as
background frame. Then, the consecutive frames are op-
erated with the difference of the background frame. The
detection equation is as follows:

S x; yð Þ ¼ 1; I x; yð Þ−R x; yð Þj j≤T
0; I x; yð Þ−R x; yð Þj j > T

�

ð1Þ

where I(x, y) denotes the current frame and R(x, y) de-
notes the reference frame, respectively. T is a threshold
set as one. If the number of one in S(x, y) is more than
2/3 of the total amount, the characteristic is detected as
dynamic since more pixels are varied; otherwise, the
scene is detected as static scene.
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3.2 Overview on Method-1
For Method-1, we propose a novel semi-automated ap-
proach based on the input from the user to specify a set
of initial conditions. First, the vanishing line extraction
[19] is used in these static background video sequences.
To generate depth maps of these scenes, three key issues
are addressed. First is the depth layers acquisition of the
static scenes. Second is the precise segmentation of
moving objects. Third is the depth assignment to the
segmented objects. By precise segmentation on the fore-
ground and background, the separated scenes can be
fused with the corresponding depth map.
The abstract structure of the proposed Method-1 is

depicted in Fig. 2. Dotted line means the information is
only used for initial condition, and dotted block means
the function is only used for the first used frame.

3.3 Overview on Method-2
Dynamic background contains time-varying information
and clutter-like appearance of dynamic textures [20]. Be-
cause this kind of video scene needs more consideration
than the static background video scene, we propose
Method-2 on the dynamic background for video sequence
conversion. Traditionally, background modeling and sub-
traction methods [21] have a strong assumption where the
scenes of static structures are with limited perturbation.
These methods will perform poorly in dynamic scenes.
Here, we apply the relative velocity method to segment

foreground from the dynamic background. The abstract
structure of the proposed Method-2 is depicted in Fig. 3.

3.4 The advantages of the proposed method
Three main concepts are used in our proposed
method. The first is that moving objects were always
being the focus of video viewer. The second is that
people can use their acquired monocular depth to
directly provide key hints on computer depth gener-
ation. Then, the computation time of background
classification and monocular depth cue estimation
could be saved. For saving operating time, the third
concept is that the user will not frequently interact
with this conversion system. According to the above
concepts, the segmented result of background and
foreground and a user-guided vanishing line extrac-
tion method are combined with motion information
between neighbor frames.

4 Static background segmentation
Background modeling and moving object detection
are based on the adaptive background subtraction
method. In this method, each pixel is modeled as a
mixture of Gaussians with the on-line approximation
to update the model [22]. The Gaussian distributions
are then evaluated to determine which are most
likely to the result from a background process.

Fig. 1 The whole system block

Background Modeling

Vanishing Line Extraction  

Background Depth Assignment

Foreground Depth Fusion

2D Video Sequence 

User Labeled Points

Moving Object Detection

Final Depth Map 

Fig. 2 Framework of the proposed Method-1
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4.1 Background modeling
For a certain pixel in a frame, at any time t, the set
of pixel values can be denoted as X = {X1,…,Xt}. The
recent history of each pixel is modeled by a mixture
of K Gaussian distributions. The probability of ob-
serving the current pixel value is as

P Xtð Þ ¼
XK
i¼1

ωi;t � η Xt ; μi;t ;
X

i;t

� �
ð2Þ

K is the number of distributions. ωi,t and μi,t are an
estimate of the weight and the mean value of the ith
Gaussian in the mixture at time t, respectively. ∑i,t is the
covariance matrix of the ith Gaussian in the mixture at
time t. η is the Gaussian probability density function as
the following:

η Xt ; μ;
X� �

¼ 1

2πð Þn2 Pj j12
e−

1
2 Xt−μtð ÞT

P−1
Xt−μtð Þ ð3Þ

Based on the persistence and the variance for each of
the Gaussians of the mixture, we determine the Gauss-
ians which may correspond to the background colors.

Because there is a mixture model for every pixel in
the image, we refer the version of [23] and modify it
to improve the convergence speed and model accur-
acy. Every new pixel value Xt is checked against the
existing K Gaussian distributions until a match is
found. A match is defined as a pixel value within 2.5
standard deviation of a distribution. If one of the K
distributions matches the current pixel value, the pa-
rameters, e.g., weight, learning factor, covariance,
mean value of the distribution, are updated. Fig-
ure 4a, b shows an example with the original and
the background modeling result.

4.2 Moving object detection
After the background modeling of video frame, Gauss-
ians are ordered by the value of ω/σ, representing the ra-
tio of weight over covariance of distribution. For the ith
background model where the largest value of ω/σ is,
moving objects are separated from the original 2D video.
Then binarize is made to extract the background and
the moving objects, i.e., pixel value of the background is

Fig. 3 Framework of the proposed Method-2

Fig. 4 Moving object detection results. a The original video. b The result for background modeling. c Moving object
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set to 0 and pixel value of the moving objects is set to
255. The separation process is described as follows:

A x; yð Þ ¼ 255; I x; yð Þ−μk≤T
0; I x; yð Þ−μk > T

�
ð4Þ

where A(x,y) denotes the binarization result of moving
object detection. I(x,y) denotes the current pixel value of
image. T is a threshold that compares with the difference
between the current pixel and ith Gaussians mean
values. T is also estimated depending on the specified
probability PR [24]. Figure 4c shows the result of moving
object detection.

5 Dynamic background subtraction
In this paper, foreground is defined as an object
which has different motion vector with respect to
the most similar motion vectors between each neigh-
bor frames. Relative velocity is computed by this
motion vectors and adapted to classify foreground
and background, as shown in Fig. 5. Also, we only
use the luminance value of YUV color space for
frame shifting and vanishing line tracking.

5.1 Motion estimation on relative velocity
Motion vectors are extracted from block motion es-
timation where a full search algorithm [25] is imple-
mented. Search range and block size are defined for
a tradeoff between saving computation time and pre-
cise prediction. By two adjacent frames, the block of
current frame is compared with the block which has
minimum sum of absolute difference (SAD) of the
reference frame [26]. Currently, high efficiency video
coding (HEVC) is developed to provide better effi-
ciency than previous video coding standards. The
high coding efficiency is suitable for deal with so-
phisticated motion estimation, but with the high effi-
ciency, the price is higher computational complexity
[27, 28].
Relative velocity estimation is developed based on

the motion estimation. When the first frame of the
video sequence is input, the user will assign at least
four points which are on the paths of vanishing lines
for initial condition setting. After the vanishing lines
of the first frame are extracted, the second frame of
the video would track these user-guided points by
motion estimation and reconstruct this vanishing
lines. Thus, the points of each vanishing line in the
current Nth frame is tracked from the reference N +

Frame N Frame N+1

Predicted Block

Reference Point  
Motion Vector +1

Foreground 
Motion Vector +3

Relative Velocity +2

Fig. 5 Representation of relative velocity

1 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

* - *

- * -

* - *

* - *

- + -

* - *

Frame N Frame N+1

Predicted Block

Reference Point 
Motion Vector +1

Foreground 
Motion Vector +3

Relative Velocity +2

Matching Mask

CheckingChecking

Fig. 6 Representation of foreground contour refinement
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1th frame. If tracked points are occluded by the
foreground, the mistake of the tracked luminance
value will be emerged on the foreground. It will in-
duce a wrong tracking path from those feature
points. Therefore, we set an occlusion prevention
function in (5) to restrain the shifting value of
points when the feature points are suddenly shifting
at large number or a small number.

TS þ 5 >MV of feature points>TS‐5; shift value¼MV
Otherwise; shift value ¼ 0

�

ð5Þ
In each different situation of background velocity, those
shift number of assigned feature points will be recorded
and compared to calculate the statics of average shift
number. Thus, the function (5) is dynamically changed
with the appropriate shift number within the threshold
and the range. Because the user-labeled points are usu-
ally seemed as a part of background, the mean value of
motion vectors of these feature points can be treated as
a master background pixel shifting value. Then, the ori-
ginal Nth frame will be shifted and assumed as the pre-
dicted N + 1th frame.

5.2 Moving object extraction
After the original Nth frame is shifting, the predicted N
+ 1th frame is subtracted with original N + 1th frame of
the video sequence. Then, an object is extracted since it

has relative slow or fast motion velocity to the most
background pixels. If the difference of the pixel is over a
threshold value, this pixel will be assigned as 255 of
luminance value; otherwise, the pixel will be assigned as
0 of luminance value. Once the camera is moved, the
most background pixels will induce a steady motion
vector. By calibrating this steady motion vector, the
dynamic background can be assumed as static back-
ground. At the same time, unstable moving objects are
emerged because of variation motion vectors. We use
(6) to distinguish the difference of luminance and detect
the foreground.

P x;yð Þ ‐ O x;yð Þ > TF ;F x;yð Þ ¼ 255
Otherwise; F x;yð Þ ¼ 0

n
ð6Þ

P(x,y) means the pixel value of the predicted frame
from the frame shifting block and O(x,y) means the pixel
value of the original frame. F(x,y) means the frame to be
converse at once. According to Fig. 6, we use (7) to re-
fine the extracted foreground, where mask accumulation
is the sum total from background mask.

Mask Accumulation>TM;F x;yð Þ¼255
Otherwise;F x;yð Þ ¼ 0

�
ð7Þ

5.3 Object filling
As mentioned above, 255 of luminance value is pro-
duced by two kinds of situation. One is that the

X-axis
Filling

Y-axis
Filling

Threshold = 6

Fig. 7 Processing steps of object filling.

a b

Fig. 8 a User-defined points of video frame. b Location of vanishing point heuristic rules
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pixel is not at the predicted location of the N + 1th
frame. The other is that the pixel is at the unpre-
dictable location. Two white pixels are emerged at
the same time and brought to be a set. However, the
mean value of motion vectors is useful to distinguish
the correct foreground pixel location from inverse
checking, as shown in Fig. 6. According to the loca-
tion of each white pixel set, if the summation of the
surrounding filtered pixels of the N + 1th frame
matches the summation of surrounding filtered
pixels of Nth frame, the white pixel can be kept;
otherwise, the white pixel will be assigned as 0 of
luminance value. White pixels represent the edge in-
formation of moving objects. Foreground is extracted
by filling 255 of luminance value from the left edge
to the right edge. Figure 7 shows the procedures of
object filling.

6 Depth extraction and depth fusion process
We generate the depth map information to exploit the
line features from a single frame. This is used as an in-
put source of extracting geometric cue, i.e., vanishing
point (VP). Most scenes are composed of parallel lines.
Parallel lines in real scenes appear to converge with dis-
tance in perspective image, eventually reaching a VP at

the horizon. Linear perspective is an important depth
cue for these scenes. Taking into account the infor-
mation collected in the pre-process analysis, a series
of intermediate steps are used to recover the final
depth map. These steps can be resumed in vanishing
line extraction, gradient planes generation, and depth
gradient assignment.

6.1 Vanishing line extraction and gradient plane
generation
We adopt user-defined method to extract the main
vanishing line. Each vanishing line is consisted of
two points. Users are required to identify these two
points which are on the estimated vanishing line
path. The estimation on main vanishing lines is
based on common sense, i.e., edge of the road or
wall. These two points are marked as the far to near
one according to the reconstruction background
scene. As shown in Fig. 8a, red point shows the la-
beling order. Then, VP and some vanishing lines are
computed by these red points. Black point shows the
intersection of estimated vanishing line and bound-
ary of the video frame.
During this step, the position of the computed VP

in the video frame is analyzed. Considering to the

Fig. 9 Simulation results of Method-1 for the 100th frame. a The original video frame. b Background modeling result. c Foreground detection
result. d User-defined vanishing line extraction on background modeling. e Gradient depth plane of background. f Depth fusion between
background depth map and foreground results. g Left view result. h Right view result. i Anaglyph synthesized of left and right view
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location of vanishing point, six different cases are
distinguished as

1) Up case: 0 ≤ Xvp ≤W ∩ Yvp ≥H
2) Down case: 0 ≤ Xvp ≤W ∩ Yvp ≤ 0
3) Right case: Xvp ≥W ∩ 0 ≤ Yvp ≤H
4) Left case: Xvp ≤ 0 ∩ 0 ≤ Yvp ≤H
5) Inside case: 0 < Xvp <W ∩ 0 < Yvp <H
6) Default case: Otherwise above 5 cases

where H and W are the height and width of image size, re-
spectively. For each case, a set of heuristic rules based on
the first computed VP allows to generate the gradient plane

which is set by depth variation. Figure 8b shows six cases
where the yellow area means the video frame location.

6.2 Background depth extraction
Background depth level is assigned to every pixel
depth of gradient planes. The default depth range is
from 0 to 255. Two main assumptions are used.

1. Higher depth level corresponds to lower grey values.
2. The VP is the most distant point from the observer.

For every two neighboring estimated vanishing lines, a
series of depth planes are assigned. For the up-case in

a b c

d e f

g h i
Fig. 10 Simulation results of Method-2 for the 408th frame. a Tracking and vanishing line extraction of the 408th frame. b Tracking
and vanishing line extraction of the 590th frame. c Tracking and vanishing line extraction of the 691th frame. d Difference calculation
between the 690th frame and the 691th frame. e Foreground contour refinement of the 691th frame. f Foreground filling of the
691th frame. g Background depth assignment. h Foreground depth fusion. i Anaglyph synthesized view

Fig. 11 Experimental results for static background video
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Fig. 8a, there are two kinds of intersections, CPn and
FPn. CPn means the closer point from video viewer’s vi-
sion on the nth vanishing line, and FPn means the far-
ther point. For a pixel In(i,j) in nth area, its depth value
is given by (8), (9), (10), and (11).

Lp ¼ max �FPnFPnþ1 jn ¼ 1; 2;…N
� � ð8Þ

R ¼ W ′ � LL
255

ð9Þ

Wn ¼
�FPnFPnþ1

Lp
ð10Þ

depth ¼ Wn �
�InVP− �FPnVPj j

R
ð11Þ

Lp is the most distant one from each two continuous
farther points of p area. LL is a length computed by two
middle points; one middle point is within FPp and FPp+1,
and the other is within CPp and CPp+1. R is a depth
range proportioned to the distance of video frame. W’

stands for user-defined weighting factor when LL is
smaller than 255. Wn stands for the weighting factor to
assign depth level relative to the nth area. The depth
layers of the static background scene are extracted
through this way.
In each case, distance between VP and the most distant

intersections of boundary of video frame and vanishing
line will be considered as a proportion to the depth range.
Regarding to the depth assignment of inside-case, it is

combined with four cases except the default case. In terms
of default case, the boundary of video frame with the most
CP will be only considered as four selecting cases except
the inside case. Human vision is more sensible to deep
variations for close objects than for far ones. In other
words, faster vanishing-line convergence induces higher
deep variation. Thus, the deep levels have an increasing
slope from the closest position to the farthest VP.

6.3 Moving object depth extraction
We observe that the plane of moving object is belonged
to one single depth value. It is obvious that an object
depth on the plane is determined by the gravity direction
which is perpendicular to the ground. Thus, we extract
the pixels which form moving object’s base and calculate
the average depth value of these pixels in the back-
ground depth map as the following:

D ¼ avg d1 þ d2 þ…þ dnð Þ ð12Þ

where D and dn are the depth values of the moving ob-
ject and the depth value of each pixel that forms the
moving object’s base.

7 Experimental results
7.1 Simulation results
Figure 9 shows the result of Method-1 with its detailed
processing steps. We use “Hall” of 352 × 288 frame size as
the video test sequence. In Fig. 9d, the user begins to label
points which are on the paths of estimated vanishing lines.

Fig. 12 Experimental results for dynamic background video

a b

Fig. 13 MSE comparison of two kinds of video sequence. a Static background video. b Dynamic background video
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The red lines are connected by six user-defined points.
The computed VP is located at the middle of the video
frame. Consequently, the depth gradient plane generation
is classified as inside-case and the generated results are
shown from Fig. 9g to i.
Referring to Method-2, Fig. 10 shows the result with

its detailed processing steps. We use 352 × 288 frame

size as the test video sequence with dynamic foreground
moving objects in the dynamic background scene. At
first, the users begin to label points which are on esti-
mated vanishing lines path from the first frame of the
test sequence. Figure 10a–c shows a series of tracking
results. Orange lines are on behalf of extracted vanishing
lines. Figure 10d–f shows the process of foreground

a b

Fig. 14 Execution time profiling. a Method-1. b Method-2

Fig. 15 Subjective evaluation results for a depth quality and b visual comfort
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segmentation. In Fig. 10g–i, they indicate the depth gen-
eration and final stereo video generation results. The
gradient plane generation of this test sequence is classi-
fied as inside-case.
The other simulation results are shown in Figs. 11 and

12 with static and dynamic backgrounds, respectively.
Briefly, we only show the depth map result and the syn-
thesized view. Furthermore, we present the MSE com-
parison results of video in Fig. 13 with two situations.
The dynamic background video sequence has higher

MSE value than the static video sequence because the
relative velocity is much more unstable and more mul-
tiple directional features are included.

7.2 Evaluation and implementation results
We implement our method on a workstation equipped
with Intel 2.4GHz Core2 Quad CPU Q6600 and 2GB
RAM. To evaluate the performance fairly, the entire al-
gorithm is run with single thread. Every test sequence is
restricted to 352 × 288 frame size. The profiling result is

Fig. 16 a SMIMS VeriSoC-CA8 platform. b The demo view result
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shown in Fig. 14. For Method-1, the foreground segmen-
tation consumes nearly half computation time. This is
because several complex functions are included such as
area filter and labeling. For Method-2, the compensation
occupies more than half of the computation time. Figure 15
shows the evaluated visual comfort of the proposed algo-
rithm with a reference design DDD commercial tool [29].
We also implement our design as a real demo system

on SMIMS VeriSoC-CA8 with Android OS. We use the
Java Native Interface (JNI) technique to implement Java
call C or C call Java for data transferring. Most of the
modules are described by C++ and the other communi-
cations, e.g., touch panel, SD card reader, LCD display,
are described by Java. JNI technique can co-work with C
++ and Java, and thus, it can execute faster than pure
Java program. Figure 16 shows the peripheral of
SMIMS-CA8 development platform and the demonstra-
tion result.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, a monocular vision-based depth map extrac-
tion method for 2D to 3D video conversion is presented.
We proposed a low complexity and high integration
mechanism and also concern the characteristic in se-
quence. First of all, we initiate a scene detection to classify
the characteristic of the background scene. Then, we pro-
vide two conversion methods for static and dynamic back-
grounds, respectively. By the semi-automatic vanishing
line extraction method, it can save much computation
time and increase the precision of vanishing line detec-
tion. The estimated depth map can be used to generate
the right and left view images for each frame to generate a
3D video result. It indicates that the proposed framework
can process 2D to 3D conversion with high quality result.
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